TrueLogic’s: Data Log Review
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The Data Log Review feature allows a user to acknowledge the results of a test
by placing a checkmark next to a test in the Data Log (see Figure 1). At that
time, the test is deemed to have been “Reviewed”.

Figure 1
The checkmark column, as well as the “Reviewed by”, “Reviewed on”, and “TestReview Elapsed” columns, become visible in the Data Log after a TrueLogic
representative turns on the Data Log Review feature for you. Please contact us
if you’d like this feature turned on. Once the feature is turned on, you can turn it
off for certain tanks by going to Tank Setup > General tab.
Note that…
- A test can be Reviewed (i.e. checkmarked) only by a user who did not
perform the test.
- A test can be un-Reviewed only by the user who Reviewed it. And once the
Data Log has closed, a test cannot be un-Reviewed by unchecking it.
- A user-right called Data Log Review must be granted to a user (via the User
Setup button) before that user can Review a test.
- A user can Review several items at once by highlighting several rows, then
right-clicking the mouse and selecting “Mark as Reviewed”.
- If a user changes the value of a cell, then that test becomes un-Reviewed.
- The “Reviewed on” column displays the numeric ID for the user who
Reviewed the test. Hover the mouse over the number to see their name.
- The “Test-Review Elapsed” column displays the amount of time between
performing the test and Reviewing it. The format is days-hours:minutes.
Thus, “3-12:15” indicates 3 days, 12 hours, and 15 minutes.
- The date/time of the Review, and the user who Reviewed the test are
displayed near the bottom of the Test Summary report.
Data Log Review Mode
A convenient way to see only the tests that need to be Reviewed is to use the
Data Log Review Mode. To enter Data Log Review Mode, click Tools > Data
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Log Review.

Upon doing so, the Data Log is displayed showing only the tests that need to be
Reviewed. Click the “Next Tank” button to see similar tests from another tank
(see Figure 2).

Figure 2

